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STATEMENT OF FOCUS

Individually Guided Education (IGE) is a new comprehensive system
of elementary education. The following components of the IGE system
are in varying stages of development and implementation: a new
organization for instruction and related administrative arrangements;
a model of instructional programing for the individual student; and
curriculum components in prereading, reading, mathematics, motivation,
and environmental education. The development of other curriculum
components, of a system for managing instruction by computer, and of
instructional strategies is needed to complete the system. Continuing.
programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge base for
the components under development and for improved second generation
components. Finally, systematic implementation is essential so that
the products will function properly in the IGE schools.

The Center pl:is and carries out the research, development, and
implementation components of its IGE program in this sequence:
(1) identify the needs and delimit the component problem area;
(2) assess the possible constraints--financial resources and availability
of staff; (3) formulate general plans and specific procedures for
solving the problems; (4) secure and allocate human and material
resources to carry out the plans; (5) provide for effective communication
among personnel and efficient management of activities and resources;
and (6) evaluate the effectiveness of each activity and its contri-
bution to the total program and correct any difficulties through
feedback mechanisms and appropriate management techniques.

A self-renewing system of elementary education is projected in
each participating elementary school, i.e., one which is less dependent
on external sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs
of the children attending each particular school. In the IGE schools,
Center-developed and other curriculum products compatible with t..e
Center's instructional programing model will lead to higher morale
and job satisfaction among educational personnel. Each developmental
product makes its unique contribution to IGE as it is implemented in
the schools. The various research components add to the knowledge of
Center practitioners, developers, and theorists.
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ABSTRACT

A paired-associate learning task, with labeled pictures as stimuli
and responses, was administered to a sample of fourth and fifth grade

children. Sentence and imagery mediators which linked the stimulus
and response terms were either provided by the experimenter or generated
by the children themselves under instructions from the experimenter.
Children were tested by the recognition method after each of two study
trials (study-test method). In addition, they were tested after an
interval of one week to assess the long term effects of the treatments.
It was found that both experimenter-imposed and subject-generated sen-
tence and image mediators improved performance at acquisition, and that
these effects persisted when subjects were tested again one week later.
Moreover, children who had been instructed to generate their own media-
tors transferred this strategy without further instruction to a new
list given during the second session a week later. To evaluate the
importance of mediator recall to response recognition, children in the
imposed mediator conditions were asked to recall the provided mediators
after they had been retested (during the second session) for recognition
of all responses. The proposition that recall of the mediator was a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the occurrence of the facili-
tative experimental effects was essentially supported.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Several types of mnemonic devices have been shown to facilitate

paired-asdociate (PA) learning.. In the PA task, S is presented with

pairs of words (or pioures, objects, nonsense 'syllables, etc.) and is

later asked to recall or recognize the second (or response) member of

each pair when he is shoWn the first (or stimulus) Member of the pair.

Rated' concreteness or imagery-evoking capacitY of the materials (Paivio,

1969) :preientation of-the stimulus and response terms as physically

joined or interacting (Davidson and Adams, 1970), and instructions to

S to form a visual image of the terms interacting (Bower, 1970a) have

proved effective in the PA task. Presenting the pairs to be learned

:within sentences or prepositional Phrases (ROhwer, 3.970a) or instructing

'Ss-to generate their own sentences (Bower, 1971) has also been found

to 'improve performance in the PA 'paradigm.

Most studies concerning the effects of one:ionic. on PA learning

can be categorized by theft poeition on two 'basic dimensions: the type

of mnemonic Iverbal vs imagery) and the method of implementation (im-

polled by E. vs generated by S under instructions from E) (Levin, 1971).
.

With few exCeptions;'investigators hairs tended to concentrate on study-

ing one 'or the 'Other Of the 'di:Zen:ions, rather than considering both

within one':-eniperiMental fraziework

Recently;''the'.ef facts of EimpOsed:ind S-generated verbal mnemonics



have been compared in adult populations. Bobrow and Sower (1969) and

Pe lton (1969) used a noun-noun PA task where Ss were either given sen-

tences or told to make them up using the pairs to be learned. In the

Bobrow and Bower experiment; E' constructed the sentences which were

provided, while in the Pe lton study the provided sent/micas came from

a yoked group in which Ss generated their own sentences. In an effort

to make the E-provided and S-generated verbal mediators as similar as

possible, Schwartz (1971) used a PA task in which a letter was the

stimulus and a noun was the response, such as "A-Pie.". According to

word association norms, .the provided mediator "apple" had a high.prob-

ability of being generated by Ss in another group who were told to

make up their own mediators. The results from these. studies indicate

that for verbal mnemonics, S-generated mediators facilitate adult

performance more than mediators supplied by E.

While adult Ss have usually. been used in experiments which compare

S-generated and E-imposed verbal mnemonics, children are used more often

as Ss when isposed,yerbal and image .mnemonics are compared. Rohwer (1970a)

used a picture PA tisk with Br-imposed mediators where the names. of the

pictured objects were read aloud, to S as he viewed the pictures. Con-

junctions, prepositions, and verbs served as imposed verbal mediators

between the spoken, names of the stimulus and response terms in three

different verbally mediated conditions. In. the visual or image mediator

conditions, the pictured objects were shown. in the sane relationships

(via motion, picture film) which' were verbally described in the verbal

mediator conditions. For example, for.. the. phrase "The shoe.and the

chair," a shoe was pictured adjacent to a chair; for the phrase "The

9
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shoe under the chair," the shoe, was shown under the chair; and for the

sentence "The shoe taps the chair," the shoe was animated to be actually

tapping the top of the chair. Using kindergarten, first, third, and

sixth grade Ss, Rohwer found that both imposed imagery and imposed verb

and preposition mediators were facilitative at all grade levels. By

the third grade, imposed imagery was more facilitative than either type

of verbal mediator. A similar study by Davidson and Adams (1970) found

that verbal (preposition) mediators remained more effective than imposed

imagery at the second grade level. Reese (1970) suggested that this
.

trend of increasing effectiveness of imposed image relative to imposed

verbal mediators could be explained by the finding that younger 'children

sometimes fail to "read" the interacting image.. When asked to describe

a picture of interacting objects, young children often merely list the

objects (i.e. a shoe and a chair) rather. than express the interaction

(the shoe taps the chair).

The developmental trend of increased facilitation by imposed imagery

relative to imposed verbal mediators is, paralleled by a similar but less

pronounced trend for S-generated verbal. and.. image mnemonics. Levin..(1971)

compared image and sentence generation strategies on a PA task 'employing

both picture and word pairs with second and fifth grade Ss. The pre-

viously reported sentence to imagery developmental shift occurred with

picture (though not word) pairs. For the younger children, the sentence

generation strategy was relatively more, effective, while the imagery

strategy was relatively more facilitative at the fifth grade level.

A set of experiments by halide. andhis_colleagues-..(e.g.., Paiiiio and

Poth, 1970) has compared A-generated imagery. and verbal, strategies 'in adults.

10



Although the data generally reveal the effectiveness of both types of

strategy (relative to control or repetition instructions), Paivio and,

Foth's (1970) experiment suggests the superiority of imagery, especially

when the materials to be learned are concrete.

One of the few studies to include both the verbal/image and the

E-Imposed/S-generated diatinctions is an experiment by Montague (1970).

It was found that imposed imagery and sentence mediators, as well as

.
S-generated sentence mediators were all equally superior to the S-gen-

crated image and control conditions with first grade Ss. In the above

conditions, however, the effects of E-imposed and S-generated mediatOrs

are confounded because Ss in the imposed mediator conditions were also

given instructions to generate linking sentences or compound pictures

for the pairs to be learned. Ss' in the S-generated mediator conditions

were to generate Usages or sentences but were not provided with sen-

tences or compound pictures. The experimental conditions thus provide

comparisons. between the effects produced by'combining I-imposed mediators

and imagery or sentence generation instructions and the effects pro-

duced by imagery or sentence generation instructions alone. In addition,

such cosparisoni are confounded by the factor of overt verbalization,

since sentence Ss were permitted 'to' say their sentences out loud and

thus receive auditory feedback, while imagery Ss made up their images

covertly. One purpose of the present study is to provide direct com-

parisons within and.across' the verbal/image and E-Imposed/S-generated

dimensions.

Other researchers have.stUdied the long term effects of mnemonics

by varying the interval between .atcylisition and testing. In a test of



imagery effects on PA recall, Palermo (1970) reports that in a study

by Shamp, it was found that the original superiority of noun pairs

with highly concrete high imagery Basai decreased by 50% two days

after learning.*

Olton (1969) 'used an imposed sentence mnsmonic with noun pairs

and found that thesinenionic increased the rate of acquisition but pro-

duced no effect on recall One week later when original learning had

been "equated:- for the experimental and control groups. Loadman (1971)

compared the effeCta of S-generated and 'F.-41pesed sentence mediators

on PA learning of 'nonsense 'disyllables both .1SmediatelY and one week

s!after acqUistion. With Aixth grade Ss,- Lasidian fimind that the control

;,.and S=generated sentence'-groUns were equal in perforsia nee, while the

E-imposed: sentence group was' superior to both. This effect was present

at both, immediate, and ,delifed'iecall' tests. Considering the relatively

low 'meaningfulnes' of the "ii likely that Ss fOund it difficult

to generate appropriate sentences.

.In; a study 'referred to `earlier, SchWartz (1971) used E-Imposed

..and.'S-generated word, isseciateSiedifitois with a letter -Word PA task.

She foundthe S-genetated,'greup 'to be Superior to the E-imposed and

:control, 'groups when' adult 'Ss -Were -Iilediately or 15 minutes
. , . :

after -acquieition.,I.Boltwoad rend Kick ''(1970).'foUnd that in a free

recall task with adult Ss, both control Ss and SS'itistructed to incor-

fporate the words' to be lea-reed' into a Stoiy- of 'their own making performed
,

;perfectly When tested iihortlY `after acquisition, but the Sion,' group
'

.perforsied:ibetter'than. the''COntiO1 gieups wise tested

*Yuille (personal communication) reported that he was unable to
replicate.this result,.

12



one week after original learning.

Rower and Clark (1969) found similar results when they, asked Ss

to learn twelve serial lists of ten nouns by the story. method. Both

the control and story groups performed equally well when tested for

serial recall of each single list immediately after learning it. When

Ss had learned all twelve lista and were asked to recall each list .

again, the story group six to seven .times as much as the con-

trol group. The authors concluded that the story mnemonic acted to

reduce interlist interference and .facilitate constructive recall.

Loadmanusednonsense syllable pairs rather than words or pictures,

Schwartz used word-..avfJciate. rather than sentence mediators, Boltwood

and Buick studied free recall, and. Bower- and Clark used a. serial, learn-

ing task. As a result, data from these. experiments. on delayed recall
.;.

are not directly. comparable to the.acquisition data fres most other PA

verbal mnemonic experiments.

Rather than, test for recall or originally learned. material, Milgram

(1967),tested for re-use of an S-generated, verbal ,strategy o.new lists

one week after the original learning. ..1111gram found that seven year-old

Ss were able to retain the strategy .(records of spoken ..sentences

kept) without further instruction and that the strategy facilitated the

learning of new lists.

Little research.* has been done. concerning the long term effects .of

imagery mnemonics: Delin.119.69)..tested the effects of an S-generated

image strategy on immediate and ,delayed-recall: thel.seriaLlearning

of nouns by adult Ss. Using the anticipation. method and instructions

to generate an active image of each lucciiiive pair of winds '
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many sensory modalities as possible, De lin found that the S-generated

imagery group was sUperior to the control group for both original

learning and "relearning six weeks later.

Statement of Problem

Few experiments have been designed to allow direct comparisons

both within and across the verbal/imagery and S-generated/E-imposed

dimensions. In order to compare across dimensions, one must also com-

. pare across experiments which often vary with respect to age of Ss,

type of materials, particular instructions, and so forth. To allow

more meaningful comparisons across dimensions, both dimensions must

be brought within one experimental framework. The primary purpose of

the present study was to compare the effects of mediators imposed by

E and mediators generated by Ss under strategy-inducing instructions

from E on the short and long term recall of PA responses by fourth and

fifth grade children. Both image and sentence mediators were used.

Ss in all conditions were tested for recognition of correct re-

sponses immediately after acquisition. One week later, Ss in the induced

(S-generated) conditions were tested for recognition of originally learn-

ed material, as well as for retention of the induced strategy itself as

demonstrated by performance on a new list where mnemonic instructions

were not provided. In the conditions where specific mediators were

imposed, Ss were tested on originally learned material one week after

acquisition and subsequently asked to recall the specific mediators them-

selves. For individual Ss, correct recall of the imposed mediator was

expected to be, related to retrieval.of the correct response. The groups

were not equated on the degree of original, learning, since it was intended

that the re, __Is would have some potential, applicability to school learning

14 e
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situations, where the magnitudes of long termumnesonic.effects,

rather than the isolation of retention and acquisition phenomena are

of greater interest.
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Chapter II

METHOD

WV(

9

Subjects

A total of 119 fourth and fifth grade children from one elementary.

school served as Sa. Each S was randomly assigned to one of five con-

ditions and tested individually. The order of conditions was randomized

within blocks of five, where each block constituted a replication of
. .

au conditiOns in the experiment.

Materials

The materials to be learned consisted of 20 pairs of pictured ob-

jects generated by random combinations of the items. The objects within

a pair were pictured as joined in physical: interactiononly in the Im-

posed imagery condition. The pictures, which had been photographed

onto transparencies, were line drawings of objects and animals familiar

to fourth and fifth graders (e.g., a cat,. a boat, a house, etc.).
. .

;

,Dtiiiign :"

The effects of five methods of learning on recognition of correct

response terms of picture pairs were compared. The recognition task

was used so that S would- not be required to produce a verbal label for

the response pictUres which he remembered. Memory for the PA pair was

thusnot confounded with. . to the 'response. picture.

ir.b.'.7;1;)

.. . .

16
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The methods of learning consisted of the following:

1. IMPOSED IMAGERY

The stimulus and response pictures were, shown interacting

with one another. This was 'the only condition in which the

stimulus and response piCtures were presented in interaction.

In the remaining conditions the pictures in each pair were

presented side-by-side.

2. IMPOSED SENTENCE

Sentences which described the sase.interactionwbatweee theAstimulus

and response pictures which was visuallydepicted'inithe in-

posed imagery condition were read to S (via a tape recorder)

as he viewed the picture pairs. Declarative sentences such as

"The cat bites the apple." and "The star is under the penny."

were':usedi

3.INDUCED (S-GENERATED)' IMAGERY'

.f,Ss werevinsttUCtedlO:Aniagine the stimulus and'iesponse pictures

doing-someihing'tOgethet.

1INDUCED(S-GENERATED)' SENTENCE

Atslweretold to:make-Up:4 shote sentendetO themeelves which

told about .the stimulus and response pictures doing something

together.

CONTROL.

Ss:were told to learn the pairs

instructions.:

but were not giVen mnemonic

To provide coimatable.verbal labeiling_ofthe stimulus and.:,tesponse.
=

terms.in all"coaditione, thetape recorded names of the:pictures were
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played to all Ss except those in the imposed sentence condition, where

the sentence itself served to label the objects. All Ss were tested

for recognition of correct responses both immediately after learning

and after an interval of one week to assess the experimental effects.

In order to compare retention of the. imposed verbal and image mediators

themselves, Ss in the imposed conditions were asked one week after

original learning to.recall the interaction between the stimulus and

response terms which was. depicted in the imposed imagery or described

in the imposed .sentence condition: This was done after Ss had been

tested for recognition of.original:materiiii.--lo compare the ability

of Ss toretain-for one week an instructionally-induced sentence strategy

with,theability to retain an induced image generation strategy, Ss

in the induced.(- generated) and control conditions were asked.tO learn

anew list;of- picture-,pairs,:but no mnemonic instructions were given

at this time. Thelistyas: given after Se hid been tested for recogni-

tiontion of the, original.materia14, After learning the new list, Ss were

asked if they usedany-strategy.while learning the new picture pairs.

Procedure

A paired-associate recognition method for individual Saves used.

E presented 20 picture pairs to each S by means of a slide projector

with a rear projection screen. Each pair was exposed fOr four !seconds.

in'the imposed sentence'cOndition, recorded sentences which described

an interaction between the.stimulus and response pictures were played

to S on a tape recorder as he viewed the pairs. In all other conditions

ilia names of the pictured objects were presented by tape recorder as
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the pairs of pictures were shown.

At the beginning of each'experimental session, the presentation

and recognition testing+procedures were explained to S. In an effort

to make the instructions .in all conditions equally motivating, all Ss

were told that E would tell them a good way to remember which two

things were together in each pair. Ss in the control and imposed

image conditions were then told that whenever they saw the two things

in each pair, they should look at the two things carefully and listen

closely to the tape recorder for the names of the things. Ss in the

imposed sentence condition.werefgiven similar instructions but' were

bold to.listen closely to the sentences on the tape recorder. Ss in

the induced imagery condition were told to "Hake up a picture in your

mind of the, two:things doing something. together," while StAn the

S -generated (induced) sentence condition were.told to:"Make ul a short

sentence about the two things doing.something together." Ss in all'

conditions were then show an example of the type of pairs which they

were to learn.. At this point,' Ss in the S -generated image condition

were asked to make up an image of the two terms, while Ss in the S-.

generated sentence condition were asked to construct a sentence. Ss

were told to report their sentences or describe their images to E,

who" then'gave' in example of a simple declarative sentence which linked

the stimulus and response terms (in the sentence condition) or displayed

i-picture Which showed then two terms interacting (in the image condition).

actual study trials, Ss did not report sentences or describe

iiiiii-to E.) Ss in all conditions were thin shown just the stimulus

term ind"Were asked to point to the response pictUre on.a small recognition
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board. This procedure was repeated with a second pair, so that all Ss

received two examples.

Two study-test trials were given. The order of presentation of

items within the study and the test portions of the trials was random-

ized. During the study trials, the entire list of pairs was presented;

the stimulus pictures alone were presented during the test trials. Ss

were instructed, to point to (recognize), the response member of each

pair on a.piece. of cardboard which displayed all the response pictures.

Each response picture was approximately two by three inchel in 'size.

Two pieces .of.cardboard.with .different random arrangements of reeponse

pictures were used and their order of appiaranCe'on s the: two test triali

was counterbalanced. All Ss were tested on the original pairs one week

later. Ss. in the imposed .imagery. and imposed sentence conditions were

then asked to recall the depicted or .described interaction between the

stimulus and response terms. :During this:recall' test bOth the stimulus

and. response: terms .were, presented by Eat an &laced' ram In the -in-

duced ,sentence, induced ,.imagery, and control conditions,. Ss were asked

to learn, a new list of :.picture, pairs 'but were not told or reminded to

use a mnemonic strategy.
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Chapter III

RESULTS

Analysis of Acquisition Data

Table lA presents the mean numbers of correct responifes for the

experimental and control conditions when Ss were tested immediately

after one study trial. A repeated measures ANOVA with .one between

subjects variable (conditions) and.one within-subjeCte variable (trials)

yielded significant main.effects of conditions (F 16.97, df 4/114,

<.01), and trials 71.13 df 1/114, g <.01), as well as a

significant conditions by trials 'interaction (F 4.01, df 81 4/114,

2 <.01).

The. total numbers, of:.correct responses. smiled across trials were

compared among.: conditions by seanc.of the -Tukey-post. hoc method, with

the,.probability.of a..Type I .error (e) set-equal:to .05. The control

group was significantly lower in performance than each other condition.

No significant pairwise differences were found awing the imaged sen-

tence, S-generated (induced) sentence, imposed image, and S-generated

(induced) image conditions on the number of correct responses summed

across trials.

As can be seen in. Table lA Ss gave an average of about five more

correct responses on Trial .2 than on Trial 1. Scheff; post hoc cos-

parisons within the conditions by trials .interaction revealed that the

control condition gained significantly more from Trial 1 to Trial 2.



Table lA

Mean Number of Correct Responses at Acquisition

Condition

Control

Imposed Sentence'

Imposed Imagery

8-Generated Sentence

S-Generated Imagery

Trial 1 Trial 2 Total

15

5.70 : 12.87 18.57

14.96 19.24 34.20

12.71 , : 17.75 . , 30.46

12.12 16.96 29.08

13.09. 17.35 ' 30.44

Average Across
,1 ''.Conditions 11:72 16.83

,

Control

Table;

Variance at. Trial 1 of Acquisition

IMpOsed
Sentence

Imposed
Image

9.87.: 12:65

S-Generated
Sentence,. :

28.55.

, 1-Generated
-Image

21 68 28:17'

Average variance for the 2
Average variance. for the 2

.
.

imposed conditions so 10.76
1-generated iOnditiOne. 24.93 :

r;.

22
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(about 7.2 items) than did the four mnemonic conditions combined (about

4.6 items), which can be explained perhaps in terms of the mnemonic

groups' higher. Trial 1 performance.

The variance in performance at acquisition on Trial 1 for each con-

dition is shown in. Table 111.. An F max test for homogeneity of variance

was conducted for the four mnemonic conditions (F4,92 2.85), and the

hypothesis of homogeneity of variance was rejected with a .05. Inspec-

tion indicates that the average variance in the S-generated conditions is

about' twice as large as that in the imposed conditions. Figure 1 displays

the distribution of scores for each condition at Trial 1 of acquisition.

Analysis of Performance on the Re-Test

-Table-2,presents the mean number of correct responses and per cent

of Trial 2 performance retained when Ss in all conditions were re-tested

one week after acquisition. It was found that these two measures cor-

related .83 when within condition correlations were computed and then

averaged across conditions. Separate univariate analyses yielded signi-

ficant F-ratios for both the mean number of correct responses (F se 14.06,

df 4/114, I <.01) and the per cent retained of Trial 2 performance (F g. 7.54,

df 4/114, p <.01). Post hoc Tuksy comparisons for per cent retained

and mean number correct leach- with 001.05) ahOwed that for both of these

measures-7as on the acquisition data--the control group differed sig-

nificantly4rosi every other group, while no significant differences

were found among the mnemonic groups.

Analysis of Performance on the New List

Table 3 presents the mean number of correct responses on new-list

learning one week after learning of original material by Ss in the

23
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Table 2

Mean Number of Correct Responses and Mean Percent. of Trial 2

Performance When. Ss Were Re-tested One Week After Acquisition

Condition

Control

Imposed Sentence

Imposed Image

S-Generated Sentence

S-Generated Image

Mean Number Mean Percent of
Correct" Responses Trial 2 Performance

6.91 53X

14.84 77X

14.12 :80%

13.17
;'

77X

: 13.13

-

: 74X
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Table 3

Mean Number of Correct Responses on the New List,

According to Both Assignea and Reported Strategies
*

Control
(No Strategy or
Idiosyncratic Strategy),

SGenerated
Sentences,

SGenerated
Imagery

Assigned Strategy Reported Strategy

9.17 9.37

13.62 14.60

14.17 15.07

#81ailed.to.:Askone S,if he used a,strategyvso thisewscore,was.,
omitted from the data in Table 3. This resulted in an artifactual
increase in the.aeans,oUtha,REPORTWSTRAIWY-cells. .
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S-generated imagery, E- generated sentence, and control conditions.

Data in the left column of the table are categorized on the basis of

the strategy group to which Ss were initially assigned (i.e., control,

S-generated sentence, S-generated imagery). Data in the right column

are categorized on the basis of Ss' use.of one of the following strate-

gies reported immediately after new-list learning: 1) no strategy

or idiosyncratic strategy, 2) generatedsentences, or 3) generated

images. Using the Dunn multiple comparison procedure, (rather than the

previously used Tukey method, since sample sizes differed considerably

in Column 2 of Table 3) one set of the three possible pairwise comparisons

was made among conditions defined by assigned strategy, and another set of

three. comparisons was made among the conditions defined by reported strategy

(wittuail.018for each comparison). In.both sets ofcOmparisons the

control group gavesignifiCantly'feWer;Correct responses than either

of the S-generated mnemonic groups, but the S.1generated sentence and

imagery groups did not differ in performance.

A chi-square test of homogeneity was performed on the frequencies

in Table 4 to determine if Se' reported re-use of a strategy on the

new list was related to the strategy which he had been assigned a week

.earlier. Reported strategy was not independent of assigned strategy

(K2 16.81,.df 2). Scheff4=lika post hoc. comparisons using too .05

(14arascuilo,. 1966) indicated that Ss continued Muse the strategies

to which they had.been.previouslyassigned: a significantly higher

.incidence of sentence strategy use was reported by the sentence group

(672) than by the'imagery. group (212). The reverse was true for re-

ports of. imagery strategy, where a higher proportion of imagery group



Reported

Strategy

Table 4

Frequencies of Types of Strategies Reported by

Ss in the S-Generated Sentence and

Imagery Conditions After New-List Learning.

Assigned Strategy

None-'

Sentence

Imagery

Sentence Imagery

4

1.6

1' 13

21

.
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Ss reported using such a strategy (54%) than did sentence group Ss (42).

The sentence and image groups did not differ significantly in the pro-

portion of Ss who reported having used no strategy.

Analysis of Mediator Recall

Table 5 presents a set of averaged conditional probabilities for

response recognition and mediator recall for the two imposed mediator

groups one week after original.learning. Ss were first tested on the

entire list for recognition of correct responses.. Afterward, Se, were

shown the stimulus and response terms in eachpair and were asked to

recall the imposed sentence or image mediator which linked the two

pictured objects. In the imposed. sentence conditions, recall of the

original mediating verb or a synonym was considered a correct response.

For example, if the imposed sentence was "The hand holds the bottle,"

the responses "The hand grabs the bottle," and "The hand hangs onto

the bottle" were also accepted. In the imposed image conditions, an

accurate description of the physical interaction between the stimulus

and response pictures was accepted as correct, i.e., "The hand is

wrapped around the bottle."

.Descriptively, the imposed image and sentence conditions appear

to differ mainly on the probability of getting the correct response given

that the mediator was not correct (P(RIglii. These probabilities were 552

for the imagery group and 702 for the sentence group. The other dif -

ference. of interest results froi comparing the probability (averaged

. across conditions) of getting the.response correct given that the

mediator was correct (P(RIN) a, 75.52) and the probability of getting the

)mediator correct given that the response was correct :862 .



Table 5

Conditional Probabilities of Response

Recognition and Mediator Recall

Imposed Sentence

Imposed Imagery

Response Correct Mediator Correct
Given Mediator Was: Given Response Was:

Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect

(RIM)

76% 70Z 85% 74%

75% 55% 87% 72%

23
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,Pwranor,V.

Table 6 presents condensed information derived from the data

summarized in Table 5. For each S in the two imposed mediator condi-

tions, the pairs of conditional probabilities shown in parts A, B, and

C of Table 7 were computed, and it was determined which member of each

pair was greater. The cell entries are the number of Ss for whom the

indicated relationships held between the members of a pair of conditional

probabilities. Chi-square tests of homogeneity Om .05) indicated that

in eachof the three tables, no significant relationship was obtained be-

tween experimental condition and the indicated relationships within

pairs of conditional probabilities.

Three Predictions had been made concerning the relationships be-

tween conditional probabilities of mediator recall and response recog-

nition regardless of condition. First, it was'expected that the proba-

bility of recognizing the correct response would be greater for those

items for which the mediator was recalled than for items where the

mediator was not recalled [P(R114) > P(RIM)]. Table 6A displays the

data relevant to this prediction. Secondly, it was predicted that the

probability of correctly recalling the mediator would be greater for

those items for which the response was correctly recognized than for

items where the response was not recognized (P(HIR) >.P(Mli)]. The

relevant data are shown in Table 6B. These predictions follow from

the .assumption that mediator recall and response recognition are

interrelated. A third prediction was based on the assumption that

the recall of an imposed mediator is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for the facilitative effects of.imposed mediators on response

recognition. It was expected that the probability of recalling the

mediator for items for mhich.the correct. response was recognized would
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be greater than the probability of recognizing the correct response for

items where the mediator was. recalled [P(MIR) > P(RIM)]. Mediator re-

call was thus expected to accompany and facilitate, but not insure, re-

sponse recognition. Table 6C displays, the relevant data. Since the

marginal frequencies in each of the three tables indicate the propor-

tion of Ss for whom the above relationships held, comparisons were

made between the marginal frequencies for each table. Three one tailed

singlesample 8 tests of proportions were performed (a .05, 8 1.7,

1.8, and 3.5 for tables A, B, and C respectivelY),'and it was found

that in each case the proportion.of Ss exhibiting the predicted relation-

ship significantly exceeded the proportion of Ss who did not exhibit the

relationship. Interpretations of these findings will be made in the fol-

lowing. chapter.
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.

MMIM/rerMinTAMt.,,IVIePRX,V3to.rterws,...___.

Table

Conditional PrObabilities Relating Recall'Of.an

Imposed Mediator(H) and RecOgnition of the Correct ReipOnee(0

(Cell entries ate the number of-Ssior'Ithintthe'''
indicated relationship was obtained.)

Was P(R >?(R

IPP080 ImpOsek
Image SeiteiCe'

27
171)7

YES . .15

8 16

43

Imposed Imposed
Image Sentence

YES 15 13 28
Was P(MIR) > P(M

8 16

44

Imposed Imposed
Isms. Sentence

17

10

16

143
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The results indicate that Ss in the mnemonic conditions, performed

significantly better during acquisition than control Ss, but that

there were no significant differences in performance among the mnemonic

conditions. The conditions X trials:interaction may likely have re-

sulted from the length of the list used, i.e. 20 items. On Trial 1,

Ss in the mnemonic conditions gave an average, of 65% correct responses,

while Ss in the control condition gave only 30% correct responses. On

Trial 2, the mnemonic conditions had an average of 89% correct responses,

while the control condition performed, only at the 64% level. If the

list were longer, the conditions X trials interaction would. be ex-
.

pected to vanish,Aance the mnemonic conditions would then have =pie

"room for improvement," i.e.a sizeable proportion of, responses yet

to be learned.

The acquisition data are in the same direction of those that. Davidson

and Adams (1970), obtained:with second, grade Ss, ;where imposed .verbaX,

mediators were slightlysuperior:to imposediipaginal ones. The present

results forJourth.andlifth grade Se do not indiCate the developmental

. trend of increasing effectiveness of imaginal relative to verbal

_mediators that Rohwer (1970) has reported with imposed mnemonics.

Rohier, however, used motion pictures as being representative of

Impoiedimagery rather than juxtaposed still picture interactione.

used by Davidson and Adem197Wandin thapresent study.
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In addition to improving performance, imposed mediators reduced

performance differences among Ss. At acquisition, the average variance

for the two imposed conditions on Trial 1 (10.76) was less than half

as large as the average variance of the S-generated conditions (24.93),

while the control group had a variance of 14.40. These figures sug-

gest that provided mediators reduce the effects of individual differences

on learning relative to those Conditions where Ss are given no mnemonic

aids (control condition) or when they are asked to make up their own

sentence or image mediators.

Ss differed little On the ability to make use of a prOVided mediator,

but varied widely with respect to the ability to generate an effective

Mediator themselves. Whether the highly variable performance of the

S-generated groups is due to variation in the number or effectiveness

of the mediators prOduCed is not clear. Since the rate of preientation

in the present study (4 sec.).Was rather rapid, it may be that some Ss

in the S-generated conditions found it difficult to make up an image or

a sentence in the time allowed, and that a good deal of variation Occurred

in the number of mediators.generated. If this were the-case, the vari-

ability in the performance of S-generated conditions Would be expected

-io dedrease if the duratien of preientation of each pair Was increased.

This variability would'also'be'expected to decrease if More training in

'Liege and sentence genniatiOn nere'given, or if Older children were tested.

When' Si were tested on originally learned material a week later,

the results paralleled those at acquisition. It is worth mentioning

that many Ss shoved surOrisi at being re-tested on the same pictures,

since they had originally been told thatthey'woUld do something difr

faint-046 they ritiinedSiiiCi Ss did not anticipate beintre-issted,-
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it is probable that they did not rehearse the material during the week

between experimental sessions.

All mnemonic conditions were superior to the control condition,

but the mnemonic groups did not differ among themselves, whether

the percent of Trial 2 learning or the absolute number of correct

responses was considered. It is interesting to note that a direct

or positive relationship between the amount learned and the amount

lost is not found here. In fact, quite the opposite occurred, since

Ss who learned more initially (those in the mnemonic conditions)

also retained a higher proportion of these items. (see Table 2).

In interpreting this, it should be remembered that the groups were

.,.not,equated .on:.degree of..original learning, since' itwas-intended

that the results. would have some applicability to.school -.learning

situationei;:where the .magnitudes long-term :mnemonic Alf fects rather

than the ..1sOlation.-of. acquisition. and retention phenomena, -are of

greater interest. ,As a .results, it is not possible tO. separate re-

ntion. and..forgetting :effects:from-effects due to the rate or de-

.,.gree.-of original. learning. St in . the mnemonic,.conditiOns 'either

learned- each response better.. at. acquisition and/or each, :response

was more :resistant to forgetting: than in the control conditions.

When Ss in the control. and: S-4enerated conditions 'learned ":a

new list one ..week after originallearning many.- for the lentenCe'-.

group, 54%..forthe.:.imagery:Iroup).. reported::Usingthe-stritegy

they had been asked Uuse.:a week-earlier ....,111-,had.:hot-been:i reminded'' '

the, week 1).0 xe,(aethey, very ,in the Milgras*E196717:: study) to keep the

Strategy:A* mind for.futurt?,.isee nor :were' reilinded Wheif they .
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learned the new list. E queried Ss on their use of a strategy in

an offhand, non-demanding, and general way, i.e. "When you were learning

which two things went together in each of these new pictures, did you do

anything special to help you remember which two things went together?"

It is possible, however, that the re-test on original material, which

preceded the learning of the new list evoked the image or sentence

strategy which had been used to learn the original list. This newly

evoked strategy might then have been transferred to the learning of

the new list. To examine this possibility, one could compare two groups

on reported transfer of strategy to a new list: One group which had been

previously rertested on the original list and one group which had not.

If the re-test served to evoke the strategy, the group'which had been

re-tested on the original list should: report greater transfer of ,the

strategy to the new list than the group which had not been re-tested.

Certainly,. Ss may have been "prompted!' to re-use a mnemonic strategy

by the fact that the same task, the. sane E, and the -same room were used

for both. experimental sessions: Since the effectiveness of 'a particUlar

learning,strategy may be. greatest with:a certain range of :tasks task

similarity would be the most educationally .releVant of the three prompts.

Its, effects on remise of :a mnemonic: strategy could be separated from the

effects of the other prompts., by varying either the similarity of Ss,-

rooms, or tasks .between.,original and new list learning 'while fielding,

the.remaining.,two :factors; constant:

Jive St in thi,liduced imagery Condition. reported using a-

tonne, strategy on the new list,' while only one S in the 'induced* imagery

condition reported using a sentence strategy. While this represents a

37
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mall number of subjects on which to base any firm conclusions, it may

be that some Ss covertly verbalize as they generate an image, and that

this covert verbalization replaces the original imagery strategy.

Going spontaneously in the opposite directtion, from generated sen-

tences to generated images, appears to be less likely, since only

one S reported making this switch.

The results for new list learning were similar to those at ac-

quisition and at the delayed re-test on original learning. The S-

generated mnemonic conditions were equal to one another and superior

to the control condition whether a condition was defined on the

basis of assigned or reported strategy (Table 3). These results

indicate that fourth and fifth grade children can effectively recall

and re-use a mnemonic strategy that had been previously induced by

instructions.

The data concerning recall of the mediating interaction itself

suggest that recalling the mediator is more essential to recognizing

the correct response term in the imposed imagery than in the impoied

sentence conditions (Table 5). Se in the imposed sentence condition

who failed to recall the mediator correctly managed to' recognize the

correct response anyway 70% of the time While this figure is '55%

for Ss' in the imposed image Condition. It is intuitively plausible

:that the stimulus, the mediating interaction, and the response form

more of An integrated whole in the impose& imagery than in the im-

posed sentence' condition. If this were the case, one would expect,

that recall'Of the mediating:interection would' be more crucial to,

recognition of the correct ,reiponme, in the imposed leigery coalition,
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as the data suggest. In addition, one would expect that if recogni-

tion were tested by supplying the response term rather than the stimulus

term, imagery Ss would show less of a decrement in performance than sen

tence Ss.

For the imposed image and sentence conditions combined, the

probability of correctly recognizing the response given that the

mediator was correctly recalled (REM 75.5Z) was less than the proba-

bility of recalling the mediator given that the response, was correct

(MIR 86%). That is, if S had "made his way" to the correct response,

it is probable (862) that he could recall the mediator. If S recalled

the mediator, it is slightly less probable (75.52) that he would then

reach the correct response. Statistical support for this proposition

comes from the finding that the proportion of Ss for whom P(M IR) > P(RI M)

is significantly greater (a, .05) than the proportion of Ss for whom

P(MIR) < P(RIM). It was also found that the proportion of Ss for whom

P(R(M) > P (RIM) was significantly greater (a . .05) than the proportion

of Ss for whom the, reverse was true. That is, the more frequently ob-

served relationship was that for a given S, the probability of a correct

response given that the mediator was correctly recalled was greater than

the probability of a correct response given that the mediator was, not

correctly recalled. In addition, the proportion of Ss for whom P(MIR) >

P(141i) was significantly greater (a, us .05) than the proportion of Ss

for whom the opposite relationship held. In other words, the more

common relationship was that for a. given 5, the probability, of recall-

ing the mediator given that the response was, correct exceeded ttw prob-

ability of recalling the mediator given that the response was not correct.

That is, if an S had "made his way" to the correct response, he was more

39'4"`
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likely to be able to recall the mediator than if he had not given the

correct response. These data, considered in conjunction with the

facilitative effects of E imposed mediators, suggest that recall of

a provided mediator is a necessary but not sufficient condition for

the occurrence of the facilitative effects.*

In summary, the present experiment found two basically different

types of mnemonics to be effective. Learning increased when a sen-

tence or special picture was provided which linked the two pictured

objects by describing or depicting an interaction between them.

When fourth and fif th grade Ss were asked to make up their own sen-

tences or to imagine pictures to link the two objects, learning also

improved. These results suggest that learning improves when either

the materials are well organized for students or when students are

instructed to organize the material themselves.

Other studies (Rohrer, 1970b) have shown that proficient learners

often generate their own organizational aids when they try to under-

stand or remember information. On the other hand, poor learners

of ten fail to generate effective strategies for organization on their

own. However when given appropriate instruction in organization,

poor learners frequently perform at a level comparable to that of

good learners, thus suggesting that such skills may be taught. The

present study supports the proposition that the organizational skills

of image and sentence generation can be taught and that they facili-

tate performance at acquisition, on a delayed re-test and in a trans-

fer situation.

One cannot claim that recall of the mediator is necessary for
recognition of the correct response, since control Ss, who were not
given mediators, did correctly recognize some reeponsee.

40
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.........M.

. .

Individual Scores by Conditions

IMPOSED IMAGE

.

Acquisition

T1 T2

Re-Test

T3

Mediator Recall

16 20 19 19
17 20 13 18
13 14 13 15
12 18 12 15
11 19 18 16
12 18 15 17
11 18 12 12
17' 20 16 18
11 17 10. 16
19 18 17 18
11 18 .17 18
14 19 20 20.

4 16 8 14
18 20 18 ?' 18

9 15 16 16
11 19 12 14
15 20 16 19
15 18 11 13
16 20 17 19
12 19 15 18

9 18 9 16
13 15 17 16
12 17 11 15

7 10 7 13

... ...



Acquisition

T1 T2

IMPOSED SENTENCE

Re-.Teet.

3

15 18 12
12 19 19
17 19 16
10 20 8
i3 19 18
11 18 10
19 .19 16
13 20 9
15 20 17
15 20 20
14 20 14
10 19 18
20 20 17
15 19 14
17 ;;20 16
18 20 15
19 " 20 16
16 19 11
18 '20 12
17 20 20
9 :16 11

11 18 18

18 .19 14
17 20 19
15 19 11

39

Mediator. Recall.

18
14
16
10
19
15
19
17
15

16
.10
16
17
17
16

17
18

:2.199

15
''18
.19
19
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Acquisition

T
1

s-agNER4Tgi. SENTENCE

Re-Test Medietei

13 16

19 ' 20

17 20
12 '1.19

17 -20

6 T- 10

7 10
16 18

13 18.

14 20
16
13 20
14 /7
4 ' 9

5 7

16
14 ', 17
8 19

15 20
10 18

19 20
12 -19
6 14

5

16 8

17 :17

20 .15

11 . 13
14 ;' 10

1,9 , 2

6 ;.18
?0

14 '17

15 . ..14

20 ; 15

17 19
18 ::18
13 , 2

`:7 9

',:4
:.15

0 '15

14 , :13
.

10
.

,12

17 :'`::18
11 ',..15

IA ; :14

16 :16

10 .;',15

'',11 -17



S-GENERATED IMAGE

Acquisition Re-Test

T1 T2 T3

New List

13 15 12 14
1 11 .9 7

15 20 9 16
11 19 11 19
17 19 15 17
16 20 18 19
20 .20 20 20
10 16 7 12
13 19 19 19
12 1 18 10 5
18 - 20 15 19
14 18 13 ,.17

6 15 16 8
7 12 2 '13
8 18 7 7

20 20 19 19
18 ' 20 18 '19
12 / 16 12 13
20 ;20 18 14
17 19 18 .'17
15 19 16 ' ' 20
15 18 15 9

3 7 3 3

41
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A,cquisition
T1 T2

CONTROL::

Re-Test
T3

New List

11 19
3 9
5 15

14 20
4 16
2 . 5
3 6
6 10
9 13
2 7
2 9
8 ,18
7 17
O 11
2 8

13 .18
5
8 16
5 16
3 6
9 13
8 18
2 11

12
,4

6
12
6
4

,2
8
5
2

,5
12

11
2

12
16

7
2

10
13
10

.2

9

5

6

15

5
8

7

5
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Original List Presented Imposed Sentence Mediator
on Acquisition Used in Imposed Sentence
Trials 1 and 2 Condition*

pen horse The pen draws the horse.

spider shirt The spider crawls up the shirt.

belt wheel The belt hits the wheel.

star penny The star is under the penny.
boat frog The boat carries the frog.
monkey boy The monkey likes the boy.**
lamp key The lamp shines on the key.
hard bottle The hand holds the bottle.
bat window The bat sticks through the window.
house chicken The house falls on the chicken.
purse mailbox The purse is inside the mailbox.
cat apple The cat bites the apple.
gun spoon The gun shoots the spoon.
tree bus The tree grows through the bus.
bicycle knee The bicycle bumps the knee.
tie moon The tie hangs from the soon.
piano tracks The piano is on the tracks.
tire mouse The tire chases the mouse.
hat chair The hat leans against the chair.
owl jar The owl is in the jar.

*Line drawings of the interactions described in these sentences served as
the corresponding imposed image mediator in the imposed image condition.

**The monkey was shown with his paw around the boy's shoulder.
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